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There are 10 rounds and to start you off :-  
 
 
  
Round 1 ……Middleton Hall facts  
 

1] What is the date attributed to the stone building? 
 
2] What was the relationship between John Ray and Francis Willughby? 
 
3] Why did Queen Elizabeth I visit Middleton? 
 
4] What used to be harvested from Middleton Pool and sold? 
 
5] What was the original shape of the moat? 
 
6] What was the name of Francis Willughby‘s wife? 
  
  
 
 
Round 2 The Price is Right 

If like the question setter your only outing has been to the shops over the last few months,  

this may be your easiest round! 

Guess the price of the item,  -- a little leeway will be allowed.  

Prices correct at the time of publishing! 

How much? 

7] I Kg jar of Nutella spread from Sainsbury’s 

8] I POANG armchair from Ikea. Oak, veneer and cotton [Footstool not included] 

9] Pack of 16 Andrex Supreme Quilts Toilet Rolls from Asda 

10] Jar Clarence Court Quail Eggs from Waitrose 

11] 1 French baguette [400g] from Lidl 

12] 1ltr Greyson’s London Dry Gin from Aldi 

13] Silver Cross Dolls Pram from John Lewis 

14] Billy Bookcase from Ikea [one sold every 5 seconds somewhere in the world!] 
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Round 3 Identify the music groups 
 
[Hint the question setter is over 70 so the answers may not include very young artists!] 
 
15] Uk Monarch …………………   
  
16] The boys in blue ……..  
 
17] Engine top ………..    
 
18] Rub Out ………… 
 
19] Quick Needle worker….. 
  
20] Sand Playing Lads ……………… 
 
21] Young men selling animals …………. 
 
22] Not a sharp King of Scotland ……..  
 
23] Ultimate beings………  
 
24] Keep it as it is …… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Round 4  Mixed bag  

 
25] On the Centigrade scale water freezes at 0 degrees and boils at 100 degrees. Fahrenheit 

freezes at 32 degrees and boils at 212.  At what temperature do the two scales coincide?  

 

26] How long ago did the first mammal evolve?  200 m years, 250 m years or 300 m years?  

 

27] What is the name of the process introduced by Goodyear of adding sulphur to rubber? 

 

28] What links Edale and Kirk Yetholm?    

 

29] Which Literary Scotsman walked through the Cevennes, en France, with his donkey called 

Modestine?  
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30] Who wrote the book “A walk in the Woods”. It related to his walking 700 miles of the 

Appalachian Trail and was also a film was made of it.   

 

31] What is Dame Edna Everidges ’s term of endearment? It is also on the New Zealand list of 

pests, along with stoats because of the threat to birdlife   

    

32] Name the outlaw played by Mick Jagger on film in 1970. The film was called after the outlaw.   

 

33] 12thJuly 1938 the Air Ministry bought a sewage works and some fields in Castle Bromwich. 

Why? To do what ?   

 

34] About 1760 Matthew Boulton, Erasmus Darwin, Samuel Galton, James Watt and others 

formed what?                                                                      
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Round 5 Guess who? 
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Round 6  Weird Words 
 
47] What is a goober?       

A. a flightless bird, B. an African peanut, C. an aboriginal canoe. 

 

48] What is chalcedony?        

A. a mineral, B. a religious vessel, C. a native of ancient northern Greece. 

 

49] What is rhytidectomy?     

A. surgical removal of nasal polyps, B. surgical procedure to remove facial wrinkles, C. surgical 

removal of moles. 

 

50] What is the meaning of ‘tektite’?    

A. a type of high-tensile plastic, B. a high explosive, C. a small glass-like stone of probably extra-

terrestrial origin. 

 

51] What is the meaning of ‘prét-a-porter’?     

A. ready to carry, B. ready to send, C. ready to wear. 

 

52] What is derris?  

A. an insecticide derived from plant roots, B. a dermititis-like condition on reptiles, C. rock powder 

caused by glacial action. 

 

53] What is an addax?  

A. an antelope, B. a snake, C. an axe with a notched reverse blade. 

 

54] Wilson's disease is a disease affecting what?  

A. the lungs, B. the bone marrow, C. the nervous system and the liver. 

 

55] ln Australia, what is a wonga-wonga?     

A. a hundred Australian dollars, B. a white-faced pigeon, C. a swamp. 
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56] On what kind of weapon would you find a quillon?     

A. a bow, B. a sword, C. a catapult. 

 

57] What kind of musical instrument is a sousaphone?  

A. a tuba, B. a clarinet,  C. a trombone. 

 
 
 
 
 

Round 7  True or False? 
 

58] Beijing is further south than Rome. 

59] Cairo is more populous than Paris. 

60] Annapurna is the world's third highest mountain. 

61] Texas is America's largest state. 

62] France is more than twice as large as the UK. 

63] Mars is smaller than Mercury. 

64] The Black Forest lies wholly within Germany. 

65] Rod Stewart is older than Mick Jagger. 

66] Franz Schubert outlived Beethoven. 

67] The Eiffel Tower is more than twice as high as Blackpool Tower. 

68] Tony Blair was born in Scotland. 

69] The I960 Olympics were held in Tokyo. 

70] The Seychelles are in the Pacific Ocean. 

71] A hoopoe is a bird. 

72] Concorde was faster than the Eurofighter. 
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Round 8  Name the film from the still 
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Round 9  Four Words 
 

83] Which four words follow Rupert Brooke's: “Stands the church clock at ten to three? And is 

there...”? 

 

84] Which four words follow Churchill's: “...if the British Empire and its Commonwealth last for a 

thousand years, men will say: This..."? 

 

85] Which four words complete the first two lines of Shakespeare’s Sonnet  "Shall l compare thee 

to a summer's day? Thou art more...”? 

 

86] Which four words follow Mae West’s quip: “lt's not the men in my life that counts — it's the..."? 

 

87] Which four words follow in the nursery rhyme: “There was a crooked man and he walked a 

crooked mile, He found a crooked sixpence..."? 

 

88] Which four words follow Mohammad Ali's:  “Float like a butterfly..."? 

 

89] Which four words follow Ronald Reagan's:   “A hippie is someone who walks  like Tarzan, talks 

like Jane, ……? 

 

90] Which four words complete the rhyme:   “jack Sprat could eat no fat, His wife could eat no 

lean, And so between the two of them, They….?  

 

91] Which four words follow in William Blake's Tyger:   "Tyger! Tyger! Burning bright, ln the forests 

of the night. What immortal hand or eye, Could..."? 

 

92] Which four words follow in these lines from the W H Davies’ poem, Leisure: “What is this life if, 

full of care, We have no time..."? 

 

93] What are the next four words in this line from The Tragedy of King Richard lll:    “Now is the 

winter of our discontent made glorious summer by. … “? 
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Round 10  Dingbats; What is the well-known phrase or saying?  
 

 


